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NiNa (Holland): Modern Physics

Nadprzewodnikowy solenoid jako część detektora cząstek w LHC (Large
Hadron Collider)w laboratorium CERN
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:HCAL_Prepared_for_insertion.jpg
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Supercomet2: Teacher guide

Teacher guide
Research experimentation
Francesca Bradamante, Marisa Michelini, Udine (I)
1. Measuring the magnetic field B with a compass
Objective: dependence on distance of the magnetic field along the longitudinal
axis of a cylindrical magnet.
Method: measure in units of the Earth’s magnetic field (BT), the magnetic
field generated by a cylindrical magnet (Bm), based upon the deviation
of a compass needle with respect to the direction of the Earth’s
magnetic field.
Materials: cylindrical magnet, compass, millimeter graph paper, pencil, ruler,
adhesive tape.
Phases of experiment:
Preliminary phase: identify an area of the floor where BT is constant, using the
compass.
Organization of the system:
orient the graph paper so that the direction of BT corresponds to a line on the
shorter side of the paper.
place the magnet perpendicular to the direction of BT (along the line a)
Measurement:
arrange the compass initially at 35 cm from the magnet along the line a and mark
the direction of the compass needle.
Find the value of Bm in units of BT: choose an arbitrary unit of the vector of the
Earth’s magnetic field BT (for example 2 cm) and identify the
component Bm with respect to the direction taken from the compass at
that point.
Gradually move the compass closer (at constant intervals of 2 cm) and identify
Bm for each position.
Record the data in the table and analyze the dependence of the length of the
vector Bm on the distance: (d = distance between the compass and the
closest magnet pole; Ln = logarithm)
Represent the data in a graph

http://intranet.simplicatus.no/
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Supercomet1: CD-Rom

Simplicatus: on-line modules
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MOSEM: media files

http://physik.uni-graz.at/mosem

A. Tomasino, G. Chappuis, D. Meur, M. Montangerand, C. Parent, Physique 1reS,
Programme 2001, Nathan/ VUEF, Paris, 2001, credits Wim Peeters
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Meyer, Dr G.-D.
Schmidt, Duden
Basiswissen
Schule, Duden
Paetec
Schulbuchverlag,
Berlin, 2005
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Short review of Polish textbook for physics in upper
secondary school
• Typical Polish textbook for
Physics,which is very often
use in upper secondary school.
• The subject of the lesson is
macroscopic electromagnetic
interactions.
• At the beginning the theoretical
repetition from gymnasium is
presented and the short description
of Oersted’s experiment with the
explanation.

•

Description of the shape of
magnetic field lines inside and
outside the coil.

•

The magnetic filed is similar to that
from a bar magnet.

•

Where is North magnetic pole
students should know using the
right-hand grip rule learned in
gymnasium few years ago.

•

Next we can read what is an
electromagnet and where it is
applied in technics, what is
electrodynamic force and how to
use Fleming’s left-handle rule.

•

All this resumed on two pages. The
book shows schemes, but not real
examples or photos.
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• Another example is even worse: the magnetism is reduced to the Einstein’s
reactivity idea.
• This is scientifically correct, but little appealing to the practical experience
of pupils.

The scheme on magnetism (Einstein’s interpretation) from another Polish
textbook.

MEN June 2008
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MEN June 2008

List of MOSEM proposal:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Cartesius experiments with floating magnets (Udine Uni)
Interaction of magnets (Udine Uni)
Line forces
Compass as indicator of line forces
Current as the source of magnetic interaction (Oersted
experiment)
Forces on currents (Pohl’s experiment)
EM engines (Wim Peeters)
Induction with moving magnets
Induction with rotating coils – AC current generators.
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• The MOSEM project offers participating schools and teachers a collection
of simple, thought-provoking (minds-on) physics experiments.

The drunken magnet

Paperclip-motor

„Survival” kit

• 3.

Permanent magnets

3.2. Magnetic construction sticks and balls
3.3. Set of toy magnets (illustrating multipoles) +
fluxdetector
3.6. Tile of 5 magnetic rings around a stick
3.7. Magnets floating on water
3.8. Attracting force: measurement with springs
3.12. “Ski jumping” in a magnetic field
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Preliminary descriptions

http://dydaktyka.fizyka.umk.pl/Supercomet.html

Preliminary descriptions

http://dydaktyka.fizyka.umk.pl/MOSEM
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